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In 2006, the Utah Rivers Council published our first report on Bear River 
Development after completing a comprehensive analysis about the many 

inexpensive options to provide water for the future of the Wasatch Front. 

This 3nd edition summarizes new research conducted by Utah Rivers 

Council staff, colleagues and that of other agencies, which demonstrates 
that Bear River Development is completely unnecessary for Utah’s future 
water needs. Although this is good news to Utah taxpayers, it is bad news 

for the many special interests that seek to profit from billions of dollars 
in spending for Bear River Water Development and we expect many to 
criticize these options.

If you are an elected official, we ask that you scrutinize 
the arguments made by proponents of Bear River Water 
Development and consider that these spending advocates 

are proposing one of the most expensive new water 

projects in the American West. Please know that viable and 

inexpensive alternatives exist to provide water for Utah’s 
growing population, but these solutions have been widely 

ignored in favor of this costly diversion of the Bear River.  

There are some who believe that water development is 

itself an intrinsic good, regardless of whether it is needed. 

Those who espouse such beliefs shouldn’t camouflage their 
arguments with unsubstantiated claims we are running out 

of municipal water. If you are an elected official who ran for 
office on the platform of reducing government spending, 
we encourage you to educate yourself about the costs, 

debt, impacts and weak justification for the proposed $2.5+ 
billion Bear River Development. If you are a Utah citizen 
you should make sure your elected officials know about 
the many inexpensive alternatives that make this taxpayer-

funded spending proposal completely unnecessary.

For over 25 years, the Utah Rivers Council has been 
working to implement alternatives to this massive, costly 

and wasteful spending proposal. Yet because we also 

discuss the impacts of Bear River Development – which are numerous, 
serious and permanent – it is as if our advocacy for these inexpensive 
alternatives doesn’t matter. Just because Utah is growing, doesn’t mean 
we are running out of water. As the pages that follow demonstrate, our 

municipal water supply is growing as we pave irrigated farmland. We 

challenge the reader to keep an open mind and embrace the idea that we 

can provide water for future growth at a fraction of the cost of Bear River 
Water Development.
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One of the greatest innovations in 20th century business was the use of ‘inadequacy marketing.’ 
Madison Avenue brand managers needed a way to sell a host of previously unknown brands to 

American consumers and they realized that if they could make people feel inadequate, they could 

sell them virtually anything to solve this perceived inadequacy. From cars to mouthwash to makeup 

to pharmaceuticals, our media culture is saturated with inadequacy marketing used to sell the latest 

shiny thing. 

Many of Utah’s largest water suppliers have mastered the art of inadequacy marketing by using 
fear to advance their own interests. For three decades, some of Utah’s largest water conservancy 
districts and the Utah Division of Water Resources have been fear-mongering and it is remarkable how 

many Utahns accept such claims without looking at facts and data. The 2015 Legislative Audit on 
Water disproved the claim Utah is running out of municipal water and demonstrated that there is an 

abundance of water in Northern Utah for future growth.

Even after the Audit was released, water development salesmen have worked to convince the media, 

the public and their elected decision makers that Utah is on the verge of crisis and is running out of 

water. In other words, these salesmen have worked to make people afraid. And it has worked well for 

them in their sales efforts.
 

In the 2016 Legislature, Utah water lobbyists – who outnumbered the lobbyists from any other 
single special interest during the session – convinced legislators to permanently fund Bear River 
Development and the Lake Powell Pipeline with $40 million per year in sales tax spending. These 
salesmen accomplished this feat using fear, not by using facts and data.
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The Utah Rivers Council led the effort to stop them, but we were outnumbered by paid lobbyists from 
Utah’s largest water districts by a ratio of 10 industry lobbyists for every 1 URC staff member. In spite 
of these odds, we lost by just one vote in committee.

Cities outside Utah have spent decades investing in water conservation which has saved their 

constituents money.  But over this time Utah’s water leaders have invested in inadequacy marketing 
and drove home the claim that only by spending billions in costly new water projects like Bear River 
Development could we save ourselves from having to literally flee Utah’s dystopian water future.
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The truth is the Jordan Valley Water District, the Weber Basin Water District and the Division of 
Water Resources have inflated future water needs, ignored inexpensive alternatives to Bear River 
Development, understated the amount of water that could be saved through water conservation, 

underestimated the amount of water available by embracing market economics, worked to discourage 

the conversion of surplus irrigation water sources and misinformed people into believing water 

conservation itself is a bad thing.

This report documents the many reasons why Northern Utah isn’t running out of water and outlines 
some of the numerous inexpensive alternatives to Bear River Development. We hope you will carefully 
consider the benefits to implementing these alternatives and truly embrace the fiscal conservatism that 
guided the inception of these options.  
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For 25 years, some water leaders have worked to convince Utahns we are just a few years away 
from a water crisis in which we either run out of municipal water or presumably must restrict growth 

along the Wasatch Front. This fear mongering has been effective as many laymen cite Utah’s growing 
population as the reason we must be running out of water. They don’t know that our municipal water 
supply is actually growing.
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The Division of Water Resources presents the graph below to “prove” Northern Utah is running out 

of municipal water. Although laymen might at first think this graph is based on complicated computer 
modeling, it was created simply by multiplying two numbers together: population growth times per 

person municipal water use, in gallons per capita day, or GPCD.  

The blue line represents municipal water needs which are growing because our population is growing. 

Once this line exceeds our water supply the Division claims we will run out of water. This claim is 

based on marketing hype as one can readily see by looking at the data the Division used to make this 

60 year guess of future water needs, in the bar graph on page 6.
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The Division capriciously selected the 2000 water use year as the statewide average of water use to 

base the next 60 years of future use. A quick glance of the bar graph below indicates the 2000 water 

use year had the single highest water use in the entire series. In other words, the Division cherry-

picked the highest point in the data to represent the next 60 years, to inflate the need for Bear River 
water.

  

But if one averages water use over the entire data set instead of picking the single highest point in 
the data set, municipal water use drops by 18 percent. This is fascinating because the Division also 

claims Utahns have successfully reduced their water use by 18 percent, compared to the water use in 

the year 2000, because of the Slow the Flow water conservation campaign. In other words, averaging 

the data reduces use by 18%, meaning that urban Utah may not have conserved any municipal water 

through the State’s advertising campaign and instead water use may simply be fluctuating above and 
below the long-term average.

It is telling to note this same water demand graph has been shown to the public, the media and 

elected officials literally scores of times over the last 17 years and presented to the Utah Legislature 
as proof that Bear River Development needed funding in 2016. Another problem shown on the graph 
on page 5 is that Utah’s official municipal water conservation goal, as proposed by Governor Herbert, 
is to reduce municipal water use by 25 percent by the year 2025 and then stop saving water.2 If we 

follow this conservation plan, Utah would reduce its municipal water use to 221 gpcd in the year 2025, 
still higher than the water use of Las Vegas, then stop saving water for the next 35 years.  
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The Division’s own documents show that Bear River Development is not needed. In the 2010 Jordan 
River Basin Plan, the Division includes a graph showing water supply vs. demand over time for the 
basin (see below).3 The dark purple portion shows 2010 municipal water supply in thousands of 

acre-feet and the lighter purple and blue portions show estimated additional supplies from a range 

of sources including water reuse, agricultural conversion, and proposed Bear River Development. 
The solid red line – water demand with conservation – shows that with conservation efforts, Jordan 
Valley Water District and the Metropolitan Water District of Salt Lake & Sandy have no need for Bear 
River Development. Since the red line doesn’t encroach into the dark blue section of Bear River water, 
it’s clear the 50,000 acre-feet of water the Jordan Valley Water District is slated to receive from Bear 
River is totally unnecessary if they focus on cheaper options like demand reduction, agricultural water 

conversion, and smaller water transfer projects.

The Division of Water Resources is also inconsistent in acknowledging growth in water supply, 

which is fundamental to planning for future water needs. This graph shows an increase in supply of 

almost 114,000 acre-feet by 2040 for the Jordan Valley Basin alone. However, if you look back at the 
Division’s State Water Supply Graph on page 5 of this Alternatives Paper, you’ll see that the water 
supply remains the same from 2000-2060. In that graph, the Division inaccurately shows no growth 

in water supply, which is misleading given the tens if not hundreds of thousands of acre-feet that will 

become available as agricultural lands are converted in the future (see Alternative 4). Much of this 
converted water can help us meet future municipal demand and eliminate the need for additional 

water development projects. However, the Division does not account for this increased supply in its 
statewide projections. 

As if these problems aren’t serious enough, consider that this entire 60 year projection of future water 
needs used to justify $2.5 billion in spending for Bear River Development is based on the water use 
data for the year 2000 – which it turns out doesn’t exist. See the Audit box, page 8.

/P�%BUB�&YJTUT�UP�4IPX�
#FBS�3JWFS�%FWFMPQNFOU�*T�/FFEFE
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In 1991, the Utah Legislature passed the Bear River Water Development Act which authorized the 
Utah Division of Water Resources to build dams on the Bear River for water use along the Wasatch 
Front. A list of dam sites were created for construction but no substantial funding was identified to 
build the project.

It was a wake up call to Northern Utah farmers, ranchers, fiscal conservatives and conservationists 
across Utah. When the Utah Rivers Council was started in 1995, Bear River Water Development was 
one of the issues we were most concerned about so we began organizing these groups together and 

working to study and implement inexpensive alternatives to the unnecessary water project.

In 2002, we unveiled our legislation at the Utah Legislature to remove two damsites being proposed 
in the Bear River Development Act. These dams would have drowned 15 miles of prime farmland, 
Shoshone Nation burial grounds, and vital riverside wetlands along the Bear River to provide water for 
Salt Lake Valley lawns. After lots of hard work, the legislation passed unanimously on every vote but 
one, the House Floor vote, which still garnered over 70 Yes votes among the 75 house members.  

Since then the project largely stayed in the shadows while the Division quietly continued to spend 

taxpayer money on consultants to plan new dams in new places. In 2014, the Division and their 
consultants unveiled their Bear River Development Concept Report and began pitching their proposal 
to county councils and other elected officials all over Northern Utah.  

At the 2016 Legislature, dozens of water industry lobbyists passed a bill, SB80, to provide a 
permanent funding stream for Bear River Development.  Approximately $40 million in sales tax 
revenues will be diverted into an account annually which can be used for Bear River Development to 
advance the project.

Today, the fight against this unnecessary and destructive water project continues. Rocky Mountain 
Power is looking to divert Bear River water to Utah’s cities, in part to help relicense one of their 
hydropower dams. The power company has also been trying to recruit conservationists to help move 

the project forward. Since Bear River Development is one of the largest and most destructive new 
water projects being proposed in the U.S., it is generating criticism from across the country.

�
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The Bear River is supporting some of the most important agricultural activities in Utah. Cache County 
and Box Elder County are home to some of Utah’s most productive farmland and are often referred 
to as Utah’s breadbasket. Box Elder and Cache counties produced crops and livestock in 2014 
worth over $400 million, accounting for 25% of all harvested cropland and 18% of all livestock in 
Utah’s 29 counties. Cache County leads the state in dairy production while Box Elder leads Utah in 
the cultivation of wheat, safflower, corn and beef cattle.7,8,9 Proposed Bear River Development would 
devastate the vital agricultural legacy of this region, destroying farms and ranches that have been in 

production for generations. 

The diversion of 220,000 acre-feet of water from the Bear River may only be the tip of the proverbial 
iceberg when it comes to impacts on local agriculture from Bear River Development. Once Bear River 
Development infrastructure is in place to divert Bear River water, powerful urban water purveyors with 
deep pockets will be perfectly situated to come in and buy up agricultural water rights, drying up farms 

that have been in production for over a century. As more and more water rights are sold off and lands 
are dried up, remaining farmers will find their water supply diminishing and face greater pressure to sell 
their land to development. While proponents of Bear River Development claim farmers could buy some 
of the project water, the water is likely to be far too costly for them to afford.

State water planners have indicated the Bear River Project will require 300,000 acre-feet of storage 
capacity, thereby requiring multiple new storage reservoirs.10 Five out of the six proposed Bear 
River reservoir sites would inundate prime farmlands in Box Elder, Weber and Cache counties. 
The proposed Cutler reservoir expansion alone would inundate nearly 2,000 acres of productive 

agricultural lands, while the Division’s preferred combination of storage reservoirs – Fielding, Bear River 
Bird Refuge, and Temple Fork – would inundate almost 1,000 acres combined.11

10
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Bear River Development is one of the largest water projects proposed in North America today. The 
project would divert as much water as 2.4 million Americans use in an entire year for the lawns of the 
Wasatch Front. 

Although its construction cost is projected at $2.5 billion, this crude cost estimate has not been 
presented to the public or verified with an itemized breakdown.12 This figure excludes many costs 
including operation and maintenance, environmental mitigation costs and the immense financing and 
interest costs that will be incurred from repaying the debt from the project. Total costs could grow to 

$4-5 billion, with interest and financing effectively doubling the indebtedness upon Utahns.

Bear River Development would divert 250,000 - 300,000 acre-feet (AF) of water out of the Bear River 
in Northern Utah and deliver 220,000 AF for municipal use along the Wasatch Front.13 The entities that 

would receive water from the project are the Weber Basin Water District (50,000 AF), the Jordan Valley 
Water District (50,000 AF), the Bear River Water District (60,000) and the new Cache Water District 
(60,000 AF).  

The project would include at least 3 new dams that will impound 250,000 - 300,000 acre-feet of water 
and an approximately 90 mile long pipeline to deliver the water as far south as southern Salt Lake 
County. The Bear River Development Act authorizes seven potential dam sites:

 ���)ZSVN�%BN
� ���"WPO
� ���.JMM�$SFFL
� ���0OFJEB�/BSSPXT
� ���/PSUI�&EFO�$SFFL
� ���8BTIBLJF
� ���8JMMBSE�3FTFSWPJS�VTFBHF

The Division of Water Resources released their concept report for the project in 2014 detailing dozens 
of additional proposed dam sites and a short list of the agency’s six preferred dam sites:14

 ���'JFMEJOH�
� ���#FBS�3JWFS�#JSE�3FGVHF
� ���8IJUFT�7BMMFZ
� ���5FNQMF�'PSL
� ���$VC�3JWFS
� ���"CPWF�$VUMFS�%BN

Each of these dam sites will have different impacts and their construction will leave a legacy of 
environmental and health impacts that will greatly alter the quality of life for millions of Wasatch Front 

residents and migratory birds traveling across the Western Hemisphere.

#FBS�3JWFS�8BUFS�%FWFMPQNFOU��
"NFSJDB�T�-BSHFTU�/FX�8BUFS�1SPKFDU
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The Great Salt Lake has been called America’s Serengeti for birds. This saltwater marvel is the largest 
wetland area in the American West. Its 400,000 acres of wetlands provide habitat for over 230 bird 
species traveling from the tip of South America, north to the Northwest Territories and as far west as 

Siberia. These wetlands and surrounding mudflats are vital habitat for 8-10 million individual migratory 
birds with many species gathering at the Lake in larger populations than anywhere else on the planet.

5IF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�JT�DSJUJDBM�IBCJUBU�GPS�CJSET�UISPVHIPVU�UIF�
8FTUFSO�)FNJTQIFSF���*UT�IBSE�UP�PWFSTUBUF�UIF�JNQPSUBODF�
PG�UIF�#FBS�3JWFS�BOE�UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�UP�NJHSBUPSZ�CJSE�
TQFDJFT�XJUI�NBOZ�TQFDJFT�HBUIFSJOH�JO�MBSHFS�QPQVMBUJPO�

OVNCFST�UIBO�BOZXIFSF�FMTF�PO�UIF�FOUJSF�QMBOFU�
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Many of these birds have amazing migration stories, such as the Wilson’s Phalarope. Every year 
hundreds of thousands of Wilson’s Phalaropes create an amazing spectacle at the Great Salt Lake.  A 
single count of Wilson’s Phalaropes during fall migration exceeded 500,000, which is 30-50% of the 
global population.15 Their migration spans nearly the entire Western Hemisphere and they stop only a 
few times, arriving exhausted at the Great Salt Lake. This hard working bird will eat enough to double 
its body weight in preparation for the final leg of its migration, a 56 hour non-stop flight to reach its 
wintering grounds in South America.  

One million northern pintail ducks migrate from Siberia and stop at the Great Salt Lake, alongside 75 
percent of all the tundra swans in the U.S.16 More than 1.7 million eared grebes come to the Lake, 
the second-largest staging population in North America.17 The Lake is also critically important to 
reproducing populations like the world’s largest breeding population of white-faced Ibis.18 The list of 

bird species coming to the Lake from every corner of the Western Hemisphere goes on and on.

$MPDLXJTF�GSPN�UPQ�MFGU��"NFSJDBO�BWPDFU�"NFSJDBO�XIJUF�QFMJDBO�
CBME�FBHMFT�BOE�TOPX�HFFTF�BMM�EFQFOE�PO�UIF�XBUFS�UIF�#FBS�3JWFS�
TVQQMJFT�UP�UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF���1IPUPT��4��&BSMFZ
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*NQBDUT�UP�UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF

The Bear River is the single largest source of surface water entering the Great Salt Lake, providing 60 
percent of the inflow to the Lake each year, on average.19 Proposed Bear River Development would 
divert 20 percent of the Bear River’s annual flows upstream of the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge.  
This diversion will significantly lower the level of the Lake, dropping its elevation between 2 – 4 feet, or 
more.20 This would reduce the entire perimeter of the Great Salt Lake and dry up tens of thousands of 
acres of shoreline wetlands if not more.

A recent study found that in 2016 the Great Salt Lake had been reduced to roughly half of its average 
volume, due in large part to upstream diversions that continue to this day. The study estimated the 

Lake has dropped 11 feet in elevation because of these diversions.21

%FDMJOF�JO�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�4VSGBDF�"SFB

���� 2015

&WFO�TFFNJOHMZ�TNBMM�ESPQT�JO�-BLF�MFWFMT�DBO�FYQPTF�WBTU�USBDUT�
PG�MBLFCFE�BOE�ESZ�VQ�UIPVTBOET�PG�BDSFT�PG�GSFTIXBUFS�XFUMBOET�

*O������UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�XBT�KVTU�����PG�JUT�BWFSBHF�WPMVNF�BOE�JO�
0DUPCFS������UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�SFBDIFE�JUT�MPXFTU�SFDPSEFE�MFWFM�
BWFSBHFE�CFUXFFO�JUT�OPSUI�BOE�TPVUI�BSNT�BU��������GFFU��6QTUSFBN�
XBUFS�EJWFSTJPOT�BSF�B�CJH�QBSU�PG�UIJT�EFDMJOF�BT�BSF�JODSFBTFE�BJS�
UFNQFSBUVSFT�XIJDI�SFEVDF�TOPXQBDL�BOE�BOOVBM�SVOPò�QBUUFSOT��#FBS�
3JWFS�%FWFMPQNFOU�XJMM�FYBDFSCBUF�UIFTF�QSPCMFNT�
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Even seemingly small drops in Lake levels can expose vast tracts of lakebed and dry-up thousands 
of acres of freshwater wetlands that make up the Lake’s salt marshes, mudflats, and playas. This can 
be devastating for birds like American white pelicans that raise their chicks on the isolated Gunnison 

Island where few predators visit. Lake levels dropped low enough recently that the island was no 
longer surrounded by water allowing coyotes to use the land bridge to prey upon these incredible 

birds. Bear River Development means more low Lake levels and more predators able to visit the 
island, spelling disaster for the colony.

    

5IF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�JT�B�NBHOFU�GPS�NJHSBUPSZ�XBUFSGPXM�BOE�XBUFSGPXM�IVOUFST�BMJLF�
BOE�JUT��������BDSFT�PG�TVSSPVOEJOH�XFUMBOET�BSF�QBSU�PG�B�USBEJUJPO�UIBU�TUSFUDIFT�
CBDL�NPSF�UIBO�B�DFOUVSZ��.BOZ�6UBI�XBUFSGPXM�IVOUFST�MBVODI�UIFJS�CPBUT�BOE�TFU�
UIFJS�EFDPZ�TQSFBE�VQ�PO�UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�CFDBVTF�JU�JT�IPNF�UP�����PG�BMM�XFUMBOET�
JO�UIF�TUBUF��5IF�MBSHF�OVNCFST�PG�XBUFSGPXM�BU�UIF�-BLF�DBO�QSPEVDF�TLJFT�öMMFE�XJUI�
EVDLT�BOE�NFNPSJFT�UIBU�MBTU�B�MJGFUJNF��

#VU�UIF�-BLF�TVQQMJFT�NPSF�UIBO�KVTU�NFNPSJFT�GPS�IVOUFST��8BUFSGPXM�IVOUFST�BU�
UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�TQFOE�OFBSMZ������NJMMJPO�FBDI�ZFBS�TVQQPSUJOH������KPCT�BOE�
QSPWJEJOH�OFBSMZ�����NJMMJPO�JO�JODPNF�UP�6UBI�XPSLFST�22�)VOUFST�øZ�JO�GSPN�BSPVOE�
UIF�HMPCF�UP�CF�QBSU�PG�UIJT�SJDI�USBEJUJPO�

)VOUFST�IBWF�BMTP�CFFO�JOTUSVNFOUBM�JO�DPOTFSWBUJPO�FòPSUT�BOE�BSF�POF�SFBTPO�
XIZ�TPNF�PG�UIF�-BLF�T�XFUMBOET�IBWF�CFFO�DPOTFSWFE�BOE�NBOBHFE�GPS�GVUVSF�
HFOFSBUJPOT���*G�#FBS�3JWFS�%FWFMPQNFOU�JT�BEWBODFE�UIF�XBUFSGPXM�UIBU�SFMZ�PO�UIF�
(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�UP�SFTU�BOE�SFGVFM�EVSJOH�UIFJS�NJHSBUJPOT�DPVME�TPPO�IBWF�OPXIFSF�UP�
MBOE�o�BOE�IVOUFST�OPUIJOH�UP�IVOU�� 
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Proposed Bear River Development threatens the health of millions of residents along the Wasatch 
Front. Bear River Development will lower the Lake several feet and expose lakebed and fine lakebed 
dust. Wind coming from the west and south will whip along the dry, cracked lakebed and create 

massive dust storms, exacerbating particulate air pollution problems along the Wasatch Front. 

The air pollution problems in Owens Valley, California offer a cautionary tale for Utah. Owens Valley 
experienced some of the worst particulate air pollution ever recorded in the U.S. after the Owens 

River was diverted upstream of Owens Lake and sent to Los Angeles. Massive dust storms were 
created from the exposed lakebed, which caused many health problems for residents living in nearby 

communities. This dust lead to higher cancer rates, lung disorders and diminished immunity for 

children and the elderly.23 Residents literally placed towels under their doors to keep the dust out of 

their homes when the wind blew.

After years of litigation, Los Angeles has been forced to spend roughly $2 billion and counting on air 
quality mitigation projects in the Owens Valley. Mitigation is ongoing and methods include sprinklers, 
gravel and trenching to try and reduce dust pollution problems. Los Angeles water users now pay 15 
percent of their water bills to mitigate dust storms in the Owens Valley.24

0XFOT�7BMMFZ�JT�QMBHVFE�CZ�NBTTJWF�
EVTU�TUPSNT�UIF�SFTVMU�PG�-PT�"OHFMFT�
FYQPTJOH�WBTU�USBDUT�PG�MBLFCFE�CZ�
EJWFSUJOH�UIF�0XFOT�3JWFS�
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This isn’t just a theory about what might happen in Utah. On April 14, 2015, Salt Lake City 
experienced extremely high air pollution levels after experiencing 40 mph sustained winds with 60-
70 mph gusts.25 Air quality levels for particulate matter reached 280 ug/m3 for PM 2.5. Keep in mind 
that a red air pollution day for PM 2.5 is declared when these levels reach 55 ug/m3.26 The high winds 

combined with the near record low levels of the Great Salt Lake pushed PM 2.5 levels to what the EPA 
classifies as “hazardous.” 

4FWFSF�1BSUJDVMBUF�1PMMVUJPO�PO�"QSJM���UI�����

"�TDSFFO�TIPU�PG�UIF�6UBI�
%FQBSUNFOU�PG�"JS�2VBMJUZ�XFCTJUF�
TIPXJOH�FYUSFNFMZ�IJHI�MFWFMT�PG�
1.�����QBSUJDVMBUF�NBUUFS�MFWFMT�
PO�UIF�8BTBUDI�'SPOU�GSPN�EVTU�
TUPSNT���#FBS�3JWFS�%FWFMPQNFOU�
JT�MJLFMZ�UP�MFBE�UP�BO�JODSFBTF�JO�
TVDI�FWFOUT�JO�UIF�GVUVSF�

The dust from the Great Salt Lake includes heavy metals such as arsenic, lead, selenium and 
mercury.27 This means residents along the Wasatch Front could breathe in these toxins during dust 

storms. This dust would also impact our largest and most precious reservoir, our snowpack. The toxic 

metals in the dust would be deposited on our snowpack, which may not only affect the quality of our 
water, but the quantity as well.

When dust lands on mountain snow it reduces the snow’s ability to reflect solar radiation, known as 
albedo. This causes the snow to melt faster, meaning that more dust translates into less snowpack 

and less runoff during the spring and summer which may reduce our water supply. Because snowmelt 
runoff provides over 85% of the drinking water of the Wasatch Front, these impacts could be quite 
serious to our water supply.   

April 14, 2015 4:00 PM (updated hourly)
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One of the Division of Water Resources proposed dam sites for Bear River Development would have 
devastating impacts on one of Utah’s most remarkable native fisheries.  The Temple Fork River is 
a tributary stream of the Logan River, itself a tributary of the Bear River. Temple Fork is home to a 
rare population of Utah’s official state fish, the Bonneville Cutthroat Trout. Bonneville Cutthroat Trout 
populations have dwindled due to habitat loss and other problems, and the fish is currently listed as a 
sensitive species.28

Bonneville Cutthroat Trout were thought to be extinct 40 years ago, until scientists found a few isolated 
populations thriving in areas like Temple Fork.29 The Bonneville Cutthroat Trout population in the Logan 
River at Temple Fork is considered to be one of the most important in the state because these streams 

provide rare connected river habitat used by more than 30,000 individual trout.30

5FNQMF�'PSL�3JWFS�QSPWJEFT�SBSF�DPOOFDUFE�TQBXOJOH�IBCJUBU�GPS�POF�PG�6UBI�T�MBSHFTU�OBUJWF�
#POOFWJMMF�DVUUISPBU�USPVU�QPQVMBUJPOT��1IPUP��+��4UFWFOTPO�

Because Temple Fork is connected to the Logan River, the trout are able to swim upstream to crucial 
spawning habitat in Temple Fork, Spawn Creek and other tributaries.  Several groups including the 

Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, the Forest Service, Trout Unlimited, and Utah State University have 

been working to improve habitat in Temple Fork for decades.

The proposed Temple Fork Dam would impound approximately 50,000 acre-feet of water and 
inundate much of Temple Fork and all of its tributary Spawn Creek. Temple Fork is truly a gem in a 

state that has dried up many of its fisheries. The idea of destroying this place is shocking to anglers 
and biologists alike.  

.BQ�PG�UIF�QSPQPTFE�5FNQMF�'PSL�
3FTFSWPJS��5IJT�OFX�SFTFSWPJS�XPVME�
JOVOEBUF�JNQPSUBOU�TQBXOJOH�
IBCJUBU�GPS�UIF�OBUJWF�#POOFWJMMF�
$VUUISPBU�5SPVU�QSJ[FE�CZ�BOHMFST��
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If the Bear River is diverted upstream of the Great Salt Lake, the changes to the timing and volume 
of freshwater flows will modify the Lake’s salinity and could wreak havoc on the annual brine shrimp 
harvest, as well as imperil the broader ecosystem. Annual harvest of brine shrimp cysts (embryos) is a 

critical component of the global aquaculture industry and currently contributes over $56 million dollars 
to Utah’s economy, providing nearly 400 jobs, and producing 1/3 of the total brine shrimp supply 
worldwide.31 

-JGF�$ZDMF�PG�#SJOF�4ISJNQ

#SJOF�TISJNQ�MJWF�PVU�UIFJS�FOUJSF�MJWFT�
JO�UIF�(SFBU�4BMU�-BLF�BOE�EFQFOE�PO�
GSFTIXBUFS�øPXT�MJLF�UIF�#FBS�3JWFS�
UP�DPNQMFUF�UIFJS�MJGF�DZDMFT��(SBQIJD��
USGS

Brine shrimp cysts are harvested for commercial 
aquaculture in the winter, when they are in an 

optimal suspended state of growth. High spring 
flows from the Bear River help trigger an end to the 
suspended state of these cysts as they hatch into 

juvenile brine shrimp.32 Bear River development 
would reduce the volume of water entering the Lake 
and change the timing of inflows, thereby disrupting 
the cyst hatch and reducing the total number of 

brine shrimp.Since the diversion will reduce the 

amount of freshwater flows into the Lake it will 
increase the salinity and temperature, which will 

likely diminish the reproductive capacity of female 

brine shrimp and reduce the number of adult shrimp 

needed to maintain sufficient cyst populations.33,34

Fewer adult brine shrimp indirectly impacts bird 

populations because shrimp are a high-protein 

food source for resident and migrating bird species 

including the Wilson’s phalarope, the eared grebe, 
and the American avocet.35  

#FBS�3JWFS�%FWFMPQNFOU�
XPVME�MPXFS�UIF�-BLF�TFWFSBM�
GFFU�JODSFBTJOH�TBMJOJUZ�BOE�
EJNJOJTIJOH�CSJOF�TISJNQ�
IBSWFTUT���-PXFS�MBLF�MFWFMT�
XPVME�JOIJCJU�UIF�NJOFSBM�
JOEVTUSZ�T�BDDFTT�UP�TBMU�
XBUFS�JODSFBTJOH�UIFJS�
FYQFOTFT�BOE�DSFBUJOH�
VODFSUBJOUZ�BSPVOE�CPUI�
QFSNJUUJOH�BOE�PQFSBUJPOT��
1IPUP��3��/��#SBETIBX

6UBI�T�8PSME�3FOPXOFE�#SJOF�4ISJNQ�*OEVTUSZ
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1SPQPTFE�#FBS�3JWFS�%BN�4JUFT

#JSE�3FGVHF�%BNTJUF��	3JHIU
�The proposed 

Bird Refuge Reservoir is an audacious dam 
proposal that would inundate wetlands inside the 

Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge. The reservoir 
would impound 100,000 acre-feet of Bear River 
water, impacting the natural functions of the 

remarkable Willard Spur ecosystem, which plays 

a key role in maintaining the water quality of the 

Great Salt Lake.  

1SPQPTFE�'JFMEJOH�3FTFSWPJS

B e a r  R i v e r 
B i r d  R e f u g e

1SPQPTFE�#JSE�3FGVHF�3FTFSWPJS

'JFMEJOH�%BNTJUF��	3JHIU
�The proposed 

Fielding Reservoir in Box Elder County would 
inundate nearly 900 acres of productive farmland 

and eliminate miles of riparian habitat on the Bear 
River. The reservoir would store 70,000 acre-feet 
of water and provide project water to the Bear 
River Water District.

8IJUFT�7BMMFZ�%BNTJUF� The proposed Whites 

Valley Reservoir would be located north of 
Interstate 84, several miles away from the Bear 
River. It would require additional infrastructure and 

large amounts of energy to pump the water uphill 

out of the Bear River. The reservoir would inundate 
farmland and habitat for upland and big game 

species in the area prized by local sportsmen.

"CPWF�$VUMFS�%BNTJUF���	-FGU
�The Above 

Cutler Reservoir would impound 51,000 acre-feet 
of water on the Bear River upstream of Cutler 
Reservoir in Cache County. The reservoir would 

inundate wetlands, miles of riparian habitat and 

several important roadways. The reservoir would 

require extensive right of way purchases due to 

the large amount of private land it would impact.

$VC�3JWFS�%BNTJUF���The proposed Cub River 

Reservoir would be located just upstream of the 

Cub River’s confluence with the Bear River in 
Cache County and would impound 27,000 acre-
feet of water. The relatively small reservoir would 

inundate a significant amount of riparian habitat 
and wetland acreage along the river. 1SPQPTFE�"CPWF�$VUMFS�3FTFSWPJS
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3PDLZ�.PVOUBJO�1PXFS�T�1SPQPTBM
UP�%JWFSU�UIF�#FBS�3JWFS

In April 2017, Rocky Mountain Power (RMP) issued a press release in which they announced their 
intention to divert the Bear River upstream of the Great Salt Lake for municipal use.36 The amount of 

municipal water to be diverted from Bear River Water Development is anticipated to range between 
220,000 – 250,000 acre-feet of water for Utah alone. Idaho’s municipal water use would be on top of 
this diverted water quantity.

RMP said they would divert the Bear River to help relicense one of their hydropower dams, Cutler 
Dam. In 2024, RMP’s license to operate Cutler Dam must be relicensed for continued operation by 
FERC, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

Cutler Reservoir is loaded with large amounts of silt, which is reducing the amount of power being 

generated from the facility. Initial observations indicate the facility is only generating roughly 30% plant 

capacity, meaning its hydropower generation is very inefficient. RMP seeks to raise its reservoir three 
feet as part of its relicensing application, which would inundate farms, ranches and wetlands and is 

expected to generate significant opposition from farmers, ranchers and conservationists.

RMP has indicated in 2019 that they have backed away from diverting the Bear River for municipal 
use on the Wasatch Front, but until the final relicensing permit application is submitted one cannot 
know for certain what might happen. 

"MUIPVHI�BU�öSTU�$VUMFS�3FTFSWPJS�TFFNT�MJLF�B�EFFQ�
SFTFSWPJS�DPNQBSJTPO�PG�UIFTF�UXP�QIPUPT�MPPLJOH�
EPXOTUSFBN�GSPN�UIF�TBNF�MPDBUJPO�PO�EJòFSFOU�EBZT�
TIPXT�UIJT�TUPSBHF�GBDJMJUZ�JT�CSJNNJOH�XJUI�TFEJNFOU���
*OTUFBE�PG�ESFEHJOH�UIJT�TFEJNFOU�3PDLZ�.PVOUBJO�1PXFS�
IBE�QSPQPTFE�UP�SBJTF�UIF�SFTFSWPJS�JO������JOVOEBUJOH�
NJMFT�PG�VQTUSFBN�GBSNT�BOE�XFUMBOET�
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The 40 by ���$BNQBJHO��

"�3FBM�$POTFSWBUJPO�(PBM�'PS�6UBI

The Utah Rivers Council has initiated a new water conservation campaign for Utah called 40 by 

30. We seek to lower Utah’s municipal water use to 175 gallons per person per day (gpcd) which 
is equivalent to the water use of Denver and hundreds of other U.S. cities.  This reduction would 

represent a 40% reduction by the year 2030. Although a 40% reduction in water use may sound 
ambitious, the Utah Division of Water Resources claims Utah has reduced water use 18% from the 

water use in the year 2000, meaning Utah is already about halfway to achieving the 40% goal.37

If Utah’s cities reduced their per capita water use to 175 gpcd there would be no need for Bear 
River Development. By simply reducing our municipal water use to 175 gpcd, we could save billions 
of dollars in spending and avoid the impacts of Bear River Development on ecosystems and local 
communities. Reducing our water demand to 175 gpcd can be achieved without compromising our 
lifestyles.

Although this is good news to taxpayers, it is important to understand that some of the vested 

interests seeking to receive the $5-6 billion in new public spending, including $2.5 billion from 
proposed Bear River Development, are more interested in receiving this money than in reducing water 
use. This is why they perpetuate the myth Utah is running out of water. 

This opposition to water conservation has been pervasive at the Division of Water Resources. Its 

former Director, Dennis Strong, coined Strong’s Law, which was presented at the State Water 
Development Commission on August 14, 2012. Strong’s Law is defined as, “If water is conserved, 
something has to die.” It’s astonishing to hear an agency charged with leading the state’s water 
conservation initiatives misinforming people that something has to die to save water.

5IF�NVOJDJQBM�XBUFS�VTF�öHVSF�VTFE�
CZ�UIF�%JWJTJPO�PG�8BUFS�3FTPVSDFT�
UP�AQSPWF��XF�OFFE�UP�CVJME�#FBS�3JWFS�
%FWFMPQNFOU�TIPXO�JO�CSPXO�JT�
BCPVU�UXJDF�UIF�OBUJPOBM�BWFSBHF�BOE�
NVDI�IJHIFS�UIBO�UIF�XBUFS�VTF�PG��
OFJHICPSJOH�DJUJFT�JO�UIF�"NFSJDBO�
8FTU���5IF�VTF�PG�UIJT�öHVSF�CZ�UIF�
%JWJTJPO�XJMM�DPTU�6UBIOT�����CJMMJPO�
JO�OFX�TQFOEJOH�BOE�MBSHF�XBUFS�SBUF�
JODSFBTFT�JO�UIF�GVUVSF�

*G�6UBI�T�DJUJFT� SFEVDFE�UIFJS�QFS�DBQJUB�XBUFS�VTF�UP�����HQDE�
UIFSF�XPVME�CF�OP�OFFE�GPS�#FBS�3JWFS�%FWFMPQNFOU��
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*U�JT�JNQPSUBOU�UP�VOEFSTUBOE�UIBU�TPNF�PG�UIF�WFTUFE�JOUFSFTUT�
TFFLJOH�UP�SFDFJWF����CJMMJPO�JO�OFX�QVCMJD�TQFOEJOH�BSF�NPSF�
JOUFSFTUFE�JO�SFDFJWJOH�UIJT�NPOFZ�UIBO�JO�SFEVDJOH�XBUFS�VTF�

The water demand chart below shows the reduction in water demand that would accrue if we reduced 

our municipal water use to 175 gpcd, the same amount of water that residents in Denver use today. 
This would save Utahns $5-6 billion in future spending and large incresases to their water rates. The 
dotted line shows the 40% water conservation campaign and the solid, dark blue line shows the 
projection by the Utah Division of Water Resources.

5IF�$IPJDF��4QFOEJOH�WT�5ISJGU

5XP�1PTTJCMF�8BUFS�4DFOBSJPT�GPS�6UBI



4UBUF�0QQPTJUJPO�UP�8BUFS�$POTFSWBUJPO

The state of Utah has fallen behind other communities in the West with its water saving goals. The 

Governor of Utah had set a water savings goal of reducing water use by 25% per person over 25 
years from 2000 to 2025, or 1% per year. But the Utah Division of Water Resources has released a 
new water plan, which cuts Utah’s statewide water conservation goal by 50%, lowering the goal to a 
meager 0.5% savings per year. The Division of Water Resources’ reduction of the water 
conservation goal is most likely a desire to get the Bear River Development approved. 

-PXFSFE�8BUFS�$POTFSWBUJPO�(PBMT�CZ�UIF�%JWJTJPO�PG�8BUFS�3FTPVSDFT

5IF�%JWJTJPO�PG�8BUFS�3FTPVSDFT�OFX�
XBUFS�DPOTFSWBUJPO�HPBMT�GPS�6UBI�CZ�
SFHJPO�DBO�CF�TFFO�JO�UIF�UBCMF�BCPWF��
5IF�NBQ�	MFGU
�DPSSFTQPOET�UP�FBDI�
SFHJPOBM�HPBM��5IFTF�BOFNJD�HPBMT�XJMM�
LFFQ�6UBI�GSPN�NBLJOH�TFSJPVT�TUFQT�
GPSXBSE�UP�TBWF�XBUFS��
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%JWJTJPO�PG�8BUFS�3FTPVSDFT�,JMMT�$POTFSWBUJPO�#JMM

During the 2019 Legislative Session the Utah Division of Water Resources opposed HB 143, a bill to 
encourage water conservation across the state of Utah. This opposition by the agency was to keep 

water use high enough to justify the $2+ billion in new spending for Bear River Development.

Most water experts across the country believe water conservation is the cheapest source of new 

water, especially in areas with high municipal water use, like Utah. Many have questioned the Division’s 
conflicts of interest because it is seeking billions in new water spending by perpetuating the myth that 
water conservation isn’t a viable alternative source of water for the future.
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"CPWF��*U�JT�DMFBS�UIBU�6UBI�IBT�B�MPOH�XBZ�UP�HP�JO�DPOTFSWJOH�XBUFS�HJWFO�PVS�IJHI�
NVOJDJQBM�XBUFS�VTF�DPNQBSFE�UP�DJUJFT�BDSPTT�UIF�6�4�

5IF�%JWJTJPO�PG�8BUFS�3FTPVSDFT�VTFE�B�XBUFS�DPOTFSWBUJPO�
QMBO�BT�B�XFBQPO�UP�TUPQ�XBUFS�DPOTFSWBUJPO�MFHJTMBUJPO�JO�

UIF������-FHJTMBUJWF�4FTTJPO



4BWF����GPS�6UBI
$POTFSWJOH�8BUFS�JT�(PPE�#VTJOFTT

Due to the lack of water conservation ambition in our state government, a community of businesses 

and individuals have stepped forward to usher in a new era in putting a stop to water waste here in 

Utah. Save 2% for Utah is a campaign to make water conservation a top priority as our state 

continues to grow. The aim is to adopt a water conservation goal of reducing municipal water use 2% 

per year, instead of the current target of 0.5%.

From breweries to nurseries, car dealerships to coffee shops, it is clear that businesses and citizens 
across the state want to save water and money with simple water saving initiatives. Not only do water 

wise business practices save communities and individuals money, it leaves water for our diverse 

aquatic ecosystems like the Bear River and the wetlands surrounding the Great Salt Lake. We are 
encouraging businesses to sign on and for citizens to sign our change.org petition to save water.

5IF�4BWF����'PS�6UBI�DBNQBJHO�JT�B�DPBMJUJPO�
PG�CVTJOFTTFT�BOE�JOEJWJEVBMT�XIP�XBOU�UP�

SFEVDF�XBTUFGVM�XBUFS�QSBDUJDFT�IFSF�JO�6UBI�
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4FUUJOH�B�.PSF�"NCJUJPVT�8BUFS�4BWJOH�(PBM

Reducing our water waste is the inexpensive alternative to spending billions on water infrastructure 

projects. Weak water savings goals by spending proponents of Bear River Development make It clear 
that water conservation is not a priority at the state level. The growing number of businesses and 

individuals signing on to the Save 2% for Utah Campaign shows that Utahns want to get smart with 

their water. Reducing municipal water use by 2% per year will help keep money in the pockets of Utah 

citizens, and increase water availability for our growing population and natural habitats. 

6UBI�#FIJOE�UIF�$VSWF

"CPWF��5IF�XBUFS�ESPQT�TIPX�UIF�BOOVBM�NVOJDJQBM�XBUFS�TBWJOH�HPBMT�	JO�SFE
�BOE�UJNF�
MJOFT�GPS�DPNNVOJUJFT�UISPVHIPVU�UIF�8FTU��8IJMF�NBOZ�TUBUFT�BOE�DJUJFT�BSF�MPPLJOH�UP�
SFEVDF�XBUFS�VTF�CZ�TVCTUBOUJBM�BNPVOUT�UIF�%JWJTJPO�PG�8BUFS�3FTPVSDFT�IBT�QSPQPTFE�
SFEVDJOH�PVS�BMSFBEZ�BOFNJD�XBUFS�TBWJOH�HPBM�GSPN������UP������PWFS�UIF�OFYU����ZFBST�

 3JHIU��*G�ZPVS�CVTJOFTT�XBOUT�UP�TJHO�
���������������PO�UP�UIJT�DBNQBJHO�TDBO�UIF�23�DPEF�
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(SPXUI�%PFT�/PU�.FBO�8BUFS�4IPSUBHF

The myth that Utah is running out of water because of population growth has been repeatedly 

disproven. Research shows that since 1980, municipal water demand has remained the same or been 

reduced at both the municipal and national level despite a growing population.38 This decline includes 

both per-person and total water use in the municipal sector. Professor John Fleck at the University of 
New Mexico has studied this phenomenon extensively and notes that:

i*O�DJUJFT�BDSPTT�UIF�8FTU�GSPN�-PT�"OHFMFT�BOE�-BT�7FHBT�UP�1IPFOJY�
"MCVRVFSRVF�BOE�%FOWFS�UPUBM�XBUFS�VTF�JT�ESPQQJOH�FWFO�BT�QPQVMBUJPOT�
SJTF��0WFS�BOE�PWFS�XF�TFF�XBUFS�NBOBHFST�QSFEJDUJOH�UIBU�XBUFS�EFNBOE�XJMM�
HSPX�FWFO�BT�JU�DPOUJOVBMMZ�EFDMJOFT�”

In the 30 years between 1980 and 2010, the U.S. population increased by 37%, and yet there was a 
39% decrease in municipal water use during this same time period.39 This is largely due to changes 

in the economy from more water-intensive manufacturing to service-based industries, government 

policies and regulations requiring improvements to the water-efficiency standards of household 
appliances and fixtures, and meaningful conservation efforts by states and municipalities.

1IPFOJY�"SJ[POB�T�XBUFS�EFNBOE�IBT�EFDSFBTFE�CZ�����GSPN�JUT�
QFBL�JO������EFTQJUF�BEEJOH�����NJMMJPO�OFX�SFTJEFOUT�EVSJOH�
UIBU�TBNF����ZFBS�UJNF�QFSJPE�BOE�JT�SPVHIMZ�FRVJWBMFOU�UP�
XBUFS�EFNBOE�MFWFMT�JO������XIFO�UIF�TUBUF�QPQVMBUJPO�XBT�MFTT�
UIBO�POF�TJYUI�PG�XIBU�JU�JT�OPX��4PVSDF��+��'MFDL�6/.

1IPFOJY�"SJ[POB�
1PQVMBUJPO�(SPXUI�WT��8BUFS�6TF
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�����8BUFS�"VEJU
$VSSFOU�6UBI�8BUFS�$POTFSWBUJPO�(PBMT�"SF�*OBEFRVBUF��

"DDPSEJOH�UP�$IBQUFS�***�PG�UIF�-FHJTMBUJWF�"VEJU�UJUMFE�i$POTFSWBUJPO�BOE�1PMJDZ�
$IPJDFT�$BO�3FEVDF�%FNBOE�GPS�8BUFSw�6UBI�JTO�U�BDUVBMMZ�USZJOH�WFSZ�IBSE�UP�
TBWF�XBUFS�BOE�EPFT�OPU�IBWF�TVóDJFOU�XBUFS�DPOTFSWBUJPO�HPBMT�JO�UFSNT�PG�CPUI�
EFBEMJOFT�BOE�XBUFS�VTF�SFEVDUJPO�UBSHFUT�44��*O�PSEFS�UP�SFEVDF�GVUVSF�XBUFS�EFNBOE�
UIF�4UBUF�BEPQUFE�B�HPBM�PG�SFEVDJOH�TUBUF�XJEF�QFS�DBQJUB�XBUFS�VTF����QFSDFOU�CZ�UIF�
ZFBS������VTJOH�UIF������QFS�DBQJUB�XBUFS�VTF�BT�B�CBTFMJOF��

*O�PUIFS�XPSET�BT�B�4UBUF�XF�BSF�POMZ�USZJOH�UP�SFEVDF�PVS�XBUFS�VTF�CZ���QFSDFOU�
QFS�ZFBS�XIJDI�JT�OPU�WFSZ�BNCJUJPVT�GPS�"NFSJDB�T����IJHIFTU�QFS�QFSTPO�NVOJDJQBM�
XBUFS�VTFS��#Z�DPOUSBTU�EVSJOH�SFDFOU�QSPMPOHFE�ESPVHIU�JO�$BMJGPSOJB�UIF�$JUZ�PG�-PT�
"OHFMFT�SFEVDFE�JUT�UPUBM�XBUFS�VTF�CZ����QFSDFOU�JO�KVTU�POF�ZFBS�45�"VEJUPST�QPJOUFE�
UIJT�PVU�DBMMJOH�6UBI�T�DVSSFOU�HPBM�iPWFSMZ�DBVUJPVTw�BOE�JODPOTJTUFOU�XJUI�UIF�XBUFS�
VTF�SFEVDUJPOT�TFFO�JO�PUIFS�OFJHICPSJOH�TUBUFT�46

&RVBMMZ�QSPCMFNBUJD�JT�UIBU�BGUFS������UIF�4UBUF�IBT�OP�XBUFS�DPOTFSWBUJPO�HPBMT�
XIBUTPFWFS���"VEJUPST�XFSF�DSJUJDBM�PG�UIJT�QPJOUJOH�PVU�UIBU�DVSSFOU�USFOET�UPXBSET�
HSFBUFS�DPOTFSWBUJPO�JOEJDBUF�UIBU�QFS�QFSTPO�XBUFS�VTF�XJMM�DPOUJOVF�UP�EFDMJOF�
CFZPOE�����HQDE��#Z�GBJMJOH�UP�UBLF�UIFTF�USFOET�JOUP�BDDPVOU�UIF�%JWJTJPO�JT�HSFBUMZ�
PWFSFTUJNBUJOH�GVUVSF�XBUFS�EFNBOE�BOE�UIVT�UIF�OFFE�GPS�NBTTJWF�OFX�XBUFS�
QSPKFDUT�MJLF�#FBS�3JWFS�%FWFMPQNFOU��

This trend is affirmed in a national study done by the Pacific Institute in 2015.40 Using data from the 

USGS, this study showed that:

i%VSJOH�NVDI�PG�UIF���UI�DFOUVSZ�.���*�XBUFS�VTF�JODSFBTFE�BT�UIF�
QPQVMBUJPO�HSFX����5IJT�USFOE�SFWFSTFE�JO������BGUFS�XIJDI�UPUBM�XBUFS�VTF�
GPS�.���*�CFHBO�UP�MFWFM�Pò�BOE�UIFO�EFDMJOF�EFTQJUF�DPOUJOVFE�HSPXUI��"T�B�
SFTVMU�QFS�DBQJUB�XBUFS�VTF�IBT�EFDMJOFE�JO�FWFSZ�öWF�ZFBS�QFSJPE�PWFS�UIF�
MBTU�UISFF�EFDBEFT�GSPN�����HQDE�JO������UP�����HQDE�JO������w41 

Despite marginal reductions in municipal water use over the past 30 years, Utah is currently the 

highest per-person water user in America, according to the USGS.42,43  This is why the URC has 

initiated the 40 by 30 campaign, to challenge Utah cities to reduce their water use to levels on par with 
other Western cities.
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$POTFSWBUJPO�1SJDJOH�4BWFT�8BUFS�

#Z�6TJOH�UIF�'SFF�.BSLFU�
Numerous university experts and countless peer-reviewed studies show the basic economic principle 

of supply and demand applies to water just as it does with other commodities.47 When the price of 

water goes up, people tend to use less water. One cannot just ignore the massive body of research 

which shows the more water costs, the less water people use.48

Utah residents pay some of the lowest water prices in the nation, which partially explains why they 

consume more water than residents in other states. Because pricing influences the demand for water, 
many Western cities have introduced tiered pricing structures that increase the price of water with 

increasing volume of water used.

�����8BUFS�"VEJU
$POTFSWBUJPO�1SJDJOH�4BWFT�8BUFS

5IF������"VEJU�GPVOE�UIBU�JO�DPNQBSJTPO�UP�PUIFS�8FTUFSO�DJUJFT�BOE�TUBUFT�OFBSMZ�BMM�
6UBI�DJUJFT�DIBSHF�SFMBUJWFMZ�MPX�øBU�SBUFT�GPS�NVOJDJQBM�XBUFS�XIJDI�PGUFO�MFBET�UP�XBUFS�
XBTUF��"O�JOEFQFOEFOU�TUVEZ�CZ�"VEJUPST�TIPXFE�UIBU�UJFSFE�QSJDJOH�TUSVDUVSFT�IBWF�CFFO�
FòFDUJWF�BU�SFEVDJOH�QFS�DBQJUB�DPOTVNQUJPO�JO�NBOZ�PUIFS�TUBUFT�VTJOH�QSJDJOH�TJHOBMT�
UP�FODPVSBHF�DPOTDJFOUJPVT�XBUFS�VTF�BOE�SFEVDF�JOFóDJFODZ���"DDPSEJOH�UP�"VEJUPST�
NPTU�6UBI�DJUJFT�UIBU�DVSSFOUMZ�VTF�CMPDL�QSJDJOH�EP�OPU�FNQMPZ�B�TJHOJöDBOU�FOPVHI�QSJDF�
EJòFSFOUJBM�CFUXFFO�UIF�CMPDLT�UP�BEFRVBUFMZ�FODPVSBHF�DPOTFSWBUJPO�BOE�SFEVDUJPO�PG�
XBTUF���"T�UIF�"VEJUPST�OPUF�

i1SJDJOH�XBUFS�CFMPX�DPTU�QSFWFOUT�OPSNBM�NBSLFU�GPSDFT�GSPN�UBLJOH�FòFDU��XJUIPVU�B�
TUSPOH�QSJDJOH�TJHOBM�DPOTVNFST�BSF�OPU�MFE�UP�VTF�UIF�SFTPVSDF�FóDJFOUMZy�8F�GPVOE�
UIBU�UIF�NBKPSJUZ�PG�DVSSFOU�SBUF�TUSVDUVSFT�VTFE�JO�6UBI�EP�OPU�BEFRVBUFMZ�FODPVSBHF�
XBUFS�DPOTFSWBUJPO�w�50

"VEJUPST�SFDPNNFOE�UIBU�JO�PSEFS�UP�CSJOH�6UBI�T�NVOJDJQBM�XBUFS�VTF�JO�MJOF�XJUI�PUIFS�
8FTUFSO�DJUJFT�BOE�TUBUFT�DPOTFSWBUJPO�QSJDJOH�TIPVME�CF�JOUSPEVDFE�BOE�FYQBOEFE��

In a tiered pricing structure, the bulk of costs are borne by the biggest water users. The first block 
of water is priced relatively low and should be sufficient for most basic indoor water needs. The 
price then increases for customers who use more than this baseline amount, usually for landscapes 

outside the home. The rates should be structured so that the upper tiers are priced significantly higher 
than the base tier.49 Notice the rate comparison graph on page 28 and see how tiered rates of other 

western cities greatly outpace those of cities in Utah.

6UBI� SFTJEFOUT� QBZ� TPNF� PG� UIF� MPXFTU� XBUFS� QSJDFT� JO� UIF�
OBUJPO� XIJDI� QBSUJBMMZ� FYQMBJOT� XIZ� UIFZ� DPOTVNF� NPSF�
XBUFS�UIBO�PUIFS�TUBUFT�
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8FTUFSO�$JUZ�8BUFS�1SJDFT

"CPWF��5JFSFE�XBUFS�SBUF�TUSVDUVSFT�IBWF�QSPWFO�UP�CF�FòFDUJWF�BU�SFEVDJOH�XBUFS�VTF�JO�DJUJFT�
BDSPTT�UIF�8FTUFSO�6�4��CVU�NBOZ�6UBI�T�DJUJFT�IBWF�TJHOJöDBOUMZ�DIFBQFS�XBUFS�SBUFT�CFDBVTF�
XBUFS�EJTUSJDUT�JO�6UBI�DPMMFDU�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�UP�MPXFS�UIF�QSJDF�PG�XBUFS�

���
1SPQFSUZ�
5BYFT

4UBUFXJEF�
8BUFS�%JTUSJDU�
3FWFOVFT

���
8BUFS�
3BUFT

��
*NQBDU�'FFT

3JHIU��1SPQFSUZ�UBYFT�DPMMFDUFE�
CZ�6UBI�XBUFS�EJTUSJDUT�JO������
FYQMBJO�XIZ�6UBI�IBT�"NFSJDB�T�
DIFBQFTU�XBUFS�SBUFT�BOE�IJHIFTU�
NVOJDJQBM�XBUFS�VTF�QFS�QFSTPO��
6UBI�XBUFS�EJTUSJDUT�NBLF�NPSF�
NPOFZ�GSPN�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�UIBO�
GSPN�TFMMJOH�XBUFS�JO�EJSFDU�DPOøJDU�
UP�6UBIOT�TVQQPSU�GPS�UIF�SPMF�PG�UIF�
GSFF�NBSLFU���5IFTF�UBYFT�CFOFöU�
HPWFSONFOU�BOE�FYFNQU�JOTUJUVUJPOT�
UIBU�VTF�MBSHF�BNPVOUT�PG�XBUFS�
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Las Vegas$5.04
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Denver$5.50

Los Angeles$12.31

Seattle$15.77

Phoenix $4.08 per 748 gallons used

St. George$1.83

Indoor Outdoor

$12
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No one disputes that consumers purchase more of an inexpensive commodity than of a more expensive 

commodity. This is the cornerstone of market economics: cheap prices drive high consumption. 

Although most Utahns embrace these free market principles, Utah’s ubiquitous practice of collecting 
property taxes to lower the price of water runs in direct conflict with this values system.  

In Utah, property taxes collected on homes and businesses by government water suppliers lower the 

price of water, sometimes drastically, which encourages water users to become water wasters. These 

property tax subsidies explain why Utah’s municipal water rates are the cheapest in the U.S. and our 
municipal water use is the #1, highest in the nation, per person.

"MUFSOBUJWF�5ISFF
1IBTJOH�0VU�1SPQFSUZ�5BYFT�
UIBU�&ODPVSBHF�8BUFS�8BTUF
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5IFTF�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�GPS�XBUFS�FYQMBJO�XIZ�6UBI�T�NVOJDJQBM�
XBUFS�SBUFT�BSF�UIF�DIFBQFTU�JO�UIF�6�4��BOE�PVS�NVOJDJQBM�
XBUFS�VTF�JT�UIF����IJHIFTU�JO�UIF�OBUJPO�QFS�QFSTPO�

0VS�WJEFP�*O�:PVS�8BMMFU�0S�:PVS�)PTF�FYQMPSFT�
UIF�IJEEFO�XBUFS�TVCTJEZ�GPVOE�JO�ZPVS�UBY�CJMM��
$IFDL�JU�PVU�CZ�WJTJUJOH�PVS�XFCTJUF�VUBISJWFST�PSH

.PTU�VSCBO�XBUFS�EJTUSJDT�	���
�JO�UIF�"NFSJDBO�8FTU�
PVUTJEF�6UBI�EPO�U�DPMMFDU�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�FWFO�XIFO�
UIFZ�IBWF�UIF�PQUJPO���&WFSZ�XBUFS�EJTUSJDU�JO�6UBI�
DPMMFDUT�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�PO�IPNFT�BOE�CVTJOFTTFT�XIJDI�
MPXFST�UIF�QSJDF�PG�XBUFS�BOE�FODPVSBHFT�XBTUF�

It is telling that most Western 

water suppliers do not collect 

property taxes for water and pay for 

operations with water sales revenue, 

not property tax collections.51 A 

recent survey of Western water 

suppliers showed over 80 percent 

of water suppliers do not collect 

property taxes as a source of 

revenue for water suppliers.52 

In the areas outside Utah where 

property taxes are collected by water 

suppliers, the revenues are used to 

pay off a specific water infrastructure 
project and when the bond is paid 

off, the property tax goes away. 
But in Utah these same property 
taxes pay for staff salaries, lobbying 
contracts and any other general 

purpose authorized by the unelected 

water district board of directors.

69%
Don’t Collect 
Property tax

13%
Have 

Authority 
but Don’t 
Collect

18%
Collect 

Property tax
8FTUFSO�
8BUFS

4VQQMJFST
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This claim is unsubstantiated as evidenced by comparing the water treatment costs in Denver, which 

lies close to its high quality water source, as shown in the table below. The treatment costs in Salt 

Lake City and Denver are about the same, yet Denver’s water rates are significantly higher. Metro 
Water District, which provides water to Salt Lake City, receives ~27% of its total revenues from the 
collection of property taxes, whereas Denver Water receives no revenues from the collection of 

property taxes.57

Many Utah voters are surprised to learn they pay two, three or even four different property taxes for 
water on their homes and businesses, while large government landowners and nonprofits pay no 
taxes. This means that government golf courses, schools, universities and other exempt users are 

forcing Utah taxpayers to absorb the burden of their water waste. For example, the University of Utah 

uses more than 10 percent of all the water in Salt Lake City on an annual basis, but pays no property 
taxes whatsoever.54 

Although most people know that cheap prices drive higher consumption, collectors of the property 

tax for water refuse to concede that Utah’s extremely high water use is related to our cheap water 
prices. In their 2010 publication, Municipal and Industrial Water Use in Utah, the Division of Water 

Resources cites a number of reasons why Utah’s municipal water use is so high including: climate, 
traditions of early settlers, topography, lot size, watering techniques and other causes. 55 In addressing 

Utah’s abnormally low water prices, the Division erroneously claims that:

1SJDF�	�������HBMT
 Salt Lake City %FOWFS
5SFBUNFOU���%FMJWFSZ�$PTUT�� ����� �����
3FUBJM�$PTU�PG�8BUFS ����� �����

$POUSBSZ�UP�DMBJNT�CZ�XBUFS�EFWFMPQNFOU�JOEVTUSZ�TBMFTNFO�
DIFBQ�USFBUNFOU�BOE�EFMJWFSZ�DPTUT�EP�OPU�DPSSFMBUF�XJUI�DIFBQ�
XBUFS�SBUFT�GPS�UIF�DPOTVNFS�

5SFBUNFOU���%FMJWFSZ�WT��3FUBJM�$PTU�PG�8BUFS�58,59

“Information collected by DWRe indicates that this again [low water rates], is mainly the 

result of large quantities of high quality water in close proximity to the urban areas of 

the state. Proximity translates to low distribution costs. High quality translates to low 

treatment costs.” 56

i5IF�GVOEBNFOUBM�XBUFS�QSPCMFN�JO�6UBI�	BOE�PUIFS�XFTUFSO�TUBUFT
�JT�OPU�
UIBU�FYJTUJOH�TVQQMJFT�XJMM�QSPWF�UP�CF�JOBEFRVBUF�UP�NFFUJOH�JODSFBTJOH�GVUVSF�
EFNBOET����5IF�CBTJD�QSPCMFN�JT�UIBU�QSJDJOH�QPMJDZ�IBT�CFFO�JOGFDUFE�BOE�
EJTUPSUFE�CZ�QPMJUJDBM�GBWPST�JO�UIF�GPSN�PG�TVCTJEJFT�BOE�DPODFTTJPOT�UP�EJòFSFOU�
JOUFSFTU�HSPVQT��6TJOH�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�BT�B�SFWFOVF�TVCTUJUVUF�GPS�EJSFDU�XBUFS�
QSJDFT�JT�POF�TVDI�FYBNQMF�w

%S��#��%FMXPSUI�(BSEOFS�1SPGFTTPS�&NFSJUVT�#SJHIBN�:PVOH�6OJWFSTJUZ���
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Phasing out property taxes for water would mean Utah taxpayers would pay only for the water they 

use and no individual or institution would get a free ride to waste water. Phasing out these taxes would 

extend our water supply while eliminating the need for billions of dollars in unnecessary government 

spending. The day has come for Utah water suppliers to utilize the free market and make water prices 

more transparent and equitable by phasing out the property tax for water.

Phasing out property taxes on water would help reduce government spending on new water 

infrastructure including delivery systems, treatment plants and the need for importing new water 

sources. Removing the property tax would also avoid large future rate increases by delaying or 

eliminating the need for replacement of current systems and expensive new water sources. 60

"CPWF��*G�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�GPS�XBUFS�XFSF�QIBTFE�PVU�PG�UIF�SFWFOVFT�PG�XBUFS�EJTUSJDUT�JOEPPS�
XBUFS�SBUFT�XPVME�OPU�IBWF�UP�JODSFBTF�NFBOJOH�UIBU�POMZ�PVUEPPS�XBUFS�SBUFT�XPVME�IBWF�UP�
JODSFBTF���5IJT�XPVME�FOTVSF�UIBU�MBSHF�JOTUJUVUJPOBM�XBUFS�VTFST�QBZ�UIF�FOUJSF�DPTU�PG�UIFJS�
XBUFS�VTF�TVDI�BT�TDIPPMT�HPWFSONFOU�HPMG�DPVSTFT�BOE�PUIFS�VTFST�

#FMPX��"�NPEFM�EFWFMPQFE�BU�UIF�6OJWFSTJUZ�PG�6UBI�TIPXT�IPX�NVDI�XBUFS�DPVME�CF�TBWFE�JG�
QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�GPS�XBUFS�XFSF�QIBTFE�PVU��4PVSDF��.PVMEJOH������

5IF�4VCTUBOUJBM�4BWJOHT�GSPN�1IBTJOH�0VU�UIF�8BUFS�5BY�GPS�6UBI�$JUJFT61

City 8BUFS�
4BWJOHT�

$VSSFOU�1SJDF�
BU�������HBM�

$IBOHF�JO�
1SJDF�

"WFSBHF�
1SPQFSUZ�5BY�

3FGVOE�
Salt Lake City ����� ������ ������ ����
4BOEZ� ����� ������ ������ �����
4PVUI�+PSEBO� ����� ������ ������ �����
8FTU�+PSEBO� ����� ������ ������ ����
3JWFSUPO� ����� ������ ������ �����
)FSSJNBO� ����� ������ ������ �����
#MVòEBMF� ����� ������ ������ �����
4U��(FPSHF� ����� ������ ������ �����

"GUFS�1IBTJOH�0VU
1SPQFSUZ�5BYFT

8BUFS
%JTUSJDU

3FWFOVFT

8BUFS
%JTUSJDU

3FWFOVFT

*OEPPS�8BUFS�
3BUFT

0VUEPPS�
8BUFS�3BUFT

1SPQFSUZ�
5BYFT

*OEPPS�8BUFS�
3BUFT

0VUEPPS�
8BUFS�3BUFT
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5IF�1SPCMFN�PG�1SPQFSUZ�5BYFT�GPS�8BUFS

An economic model created in 2012 at the University of Utah in partnership with the Utah Rivers 

Council demonstrates how much water could be saved if property taxes for water were phased out.62 

This model took over a year to develop and assumes revenue neutrality for the water suppliers now 

collecting property taxes.63 

Low income populations, who use significantly less water than large lot landowners, would actually 
benefit from phasing out property taxes and could easily see no water rate increases if property taxes 
for water were phased out.64 The model assumes that indoor water rates would not need to be raised 

if property taxes were phased out, meaning low income populations would not have to see water rate 

increases for the water they consume.

Although the collectors of the property tax claim phasing out property taxes would affect bond 
ratings, the Division of Water Resources has conducted no credible studies to support such claims. 

In contrast, a variety of publications and documents have examined this statement and rejected it.65 

Moreover, one can argue that having low borrowing costs for government water suppliers encourages 

wasteful government spending and unnecessary indebtedness, something most Utahns eschew. 

5IF������8BUFS�"VEJU�DSJUJDJ[FE�6UBI�T�XJEFTQSFBE�DPMMFDUJPO�PG�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�GPS�XBUFS�
BOE�SFDPNNFOEFE�UIBU�XBUFS�QSPWJEFS�SFMJBODF�PO�QSPQFSUZ�UBY�DPMMFDUJPOT�CF�SFEVDFE�66  
"T�UIF�"VEJUPST�OPUF�UIFTF�TVCTJEJFT�BSUJöDJBMMZ�MPXFS�UIF�DPTU�PG�XBUFS�UP�UIF�DPOTVNFS�
MFBEJOH�UP�JOFóDJFOU�VTF�BOE�UIFZ�EP�OPUIJOH�UP�QSPNPUF�DPOTFSWBUJPO��"TTFTTJOH�
QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�UP�TVCTJEJ[F�XBUFS�VTF�CVSEFOT�JOEJWJEVBMT�CBTFE�PO�UIFJS�QSPQFSUZ�WBMVF�
SFHBSEMFTT�PG�IPX�NVDI�XBUFS�UIFZ�VTF��5IJT�NFBOT�UIBU�MPX�XBUFS�VTFST�BSF�TVCTJEJ[JOH�
UIF�IJHI�VTF�PG�UIFJS�NPSF�DPOTVNQUJWF�OFJHICPST��

"T�UIF�"VEJUPST�QPJOU�PVU�6UBIOT�QBZ�SFMBUJWFMZ�MJUUMF�GPS�UIFJS�XBUFS�DPNQBSFE�UP�
PUIFS�8FTUFSO�DJUJFT�67�5IJT�JT�JO�OP�TNBMM�QBSU�EVF�UP�UIF�DPMMFDUJPO�PG�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�UP�
TVCTJEJ[F�XBUFS�SBUFT�XIJDI�JT�OPU�DPNNPOQMBDF�JO�PUIFS�XFTUFSO�TUBUFT��

"DDPSEJOH�UP�"VEJUPST�QSPQFSUZ�UBY�DPMMFDUJPOT�EPO�U�KVTU�TVQQMFNFOU�JODPNF�GPS�6UBI�
XBUFS�EJTUSJDUT�BT�NBOZ�PG�UIFTF�BHFODJFT�SFMZ�IFBWJMZ�PO�MPDBM�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�BOE�PUIFS�
GFFT�UIBU�BSF�VOSFMBUFE�UP�XBUFS�VTF���'PS�FYBNQMF�POF�PG�UIF�MBSHFTU�XBUFS�EJTUSJDUT�JO�UIF�
TUBUF�UIF�$FOUSBM�6UBI�8BUFS�%JTUSJDU�SFDFJWFE�����NJMMJPO�TPNF�����PG�JUT�JODPNF�GSPN�
DPMMFDUJOH�QSPQFSUZ�UBYFT�JO��������5IJT�QSBDUJDF�JT�JSPOJD�GPS�B�TUBUF�UIBU�QSJEFT�JUTFMG�PO�
FNCSBDJOH�GSFF�NBSLFU�QSJODJQMFT�
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$POWFSUJOH�4VSQMVT�"HSJDVMUVSBM�8BUFS

Many people assume Utah is running out of water because of urban growth, but our growing 

population doesn’t mean we’re running out of municipal water. Large amounts of water currently used 
for agriculture could be transferred for municipal use in the future, and this transfer could make up a 

significant portion of Utah’s future water supply. However, this existing water source is largely being 
ignored by state water planners.68

Roughly 84% of Utah’s water is used by our farms. Our municipal and industrial use, essentially 
everything that isn’t farming or ranching makes up about 16% of Utah’s total water use.69 After hard 

industrial applications are taken out, many are surprised to learn that our urban residents use just 

about 6-8% of Utah’s total water on lawns and this use includes all schools, universities, golf courses 
and government institutions. 

On average, Utah loses 30 acres of farmland each day to urban development.70 While the paving 

of Utah’s farmland is nothing to celebrate, this land conversion creates a surplus of water because 
most urban land uses less water per acre than agricultural land. Unlike the vast acreage of irrigated 

farmland that was previously flood-irrigated or utilized large sprinkler systems, a large portion of the 
new municipal acreage isn’t watered at all. Much of the municipal sector land acreage is covered by 
streets, sidewalks, driveways and parking lots, which use no water whatsoever.

��

3PVHIMZ�����PG�6UBI�T�XBUFS�JT�VTFE�CZ�PVS�GBSNT�BOE�SBODIFT�XIJMF�PVS�NVOJDJQBM�BOE�
JOEVTUSJBM�VTF�NBLFT�VQ�KVTU�����PG�6UBI�T�UPUBM�XBUFS�VTF���.VOJDJQBM�XBUFS�VTF�JUTFMG�
BDDPVOUT�GPS�KVTU����PG�BMM�UIF�XBUFS�VTFE�JO�6UBI�XJUI�UIF�WBTU�NBKPSJUZ�PG�JU�VTFE�PO�MBXOT�JO�
UIF�TVNNFS�NPOUIT���5IJT�NVOJDJQBM�VTF�JODMVEFT�BMM�TDIPPMT�VOJWFSTJUJFT�HPMG�DPVSTFT�BOE�
HPWFSONFOU�JOTUJUVUJPOT�
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Consider that grass shouldn’t use more than 2.5 – 3 feet of water during an entire summer, but a farm 
might use 10-15 vertical feet of water on its irrigated fields.71 Since a typical ¼ acre home lot might 

have a lawn of roughly ⅛ acre or less, the water used per acre in the urban sector is dramatically less 
than when it was an irrigated field. Furthermore, a substantial portion of the municipal landscape is 
devoted to office buildings and strip malls, with much of the land mass converted to parking lots and 
the buildings themselves. Because of these factors, municipal indoor water use is only a small fraction 
of the water used previously by irrigated agriculture. These land use changes demonstrate that urban 

lands use less water than irrigated fields by total acreage.

-FGU��.VOJDJQBM�MBOE�SFRVJSFT�
GBS�MFTT�XBUFS�UIBO�BHSJDVMUVSBM�
MBOE��5IJT�IFMQT�FYQMBJO�XIZ�
UIF�DPOWFSTJPO�PG�BHSJDVMUVSBM�
MBOET�UP�UIF�NVOJDJQBM�TFDUPS�
DSFBUFT�B�TVSQMVT�PG�XBUFS���WFSUJDBM�'FFU

������WFSUJDBM�'FFU

"HSJDVMUVSBM�WT��.VOJDJQBM�8BUFS�6TF

"CPWF��.PTU�NVOJDJQBM�XBUFS�JT�VTFE�PO�HSBTT�BMUIPVHI�UIF�QSPQPSUJPO�PG�VSCBO�MBOET�DPW-
FSFE�CZ�HSBTT�JT�SFMBUJWFMZ�TNBMM��#Z�DPOUSBTU�WBTU�BDSFBHFT�PG�GBSNMBOE�BSF�JSSJHBUFE�IFMQJOH�
UP�FYQMBJO�XIZ�UIF�NVOJDJQBM�TFDUPS�VTFT�TP�NVDI�MFTT�XBUFS�UIBO�UIF�BHSJDVMUVSBM�TFDUPS�
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Utah’s top water managers agree that paving irrigated farmland creates a water surplus. In a meeting 
of the Utah House Natural Resources, Agriculture and Environment Committee, officials from several 
water districts testified about the water surplus created by urbanization. On February 4, 2014, Ron 
Thompson, General Manager of the Washington County Water District acknowledged that a water 

surplus is created when irrigated cropland is urbanized, explaining that in his area, six acre-feet of 

water is needed per acre of agricultural land, but that six houses are not being built on each acre of 

converted farmland.72 This inference implies that a Utah family uses one acre foot of water per year, 

although the U.S. average is closer to a family of four using ½ an acre-foot of water per year.

At the same committee meeting, Tage Flint, General Manager of the Weber Basin Water District 
agreed urbanization creates a water surplus, noting that in his district, urbanization creates a 20 

percent surplus of water on the urban side.73 Other documents prepared by the Division of Water 

Resources indicate there are large amounts of agricultural water inside surburbia that can be 

transferred to municipal use.

In the 2009 Weber Basin Water Plan, it is expected that some 147,000 acre-feet of surplus farm water 
will be available for urban uses in the coming decades, as shown in the table below.74 This quantity 

is nearly three times as much water as the Weber Basin Water District would receive from proposed 
Bear River Development, yet the Division is ignoring this water source in its planning efforts. 

7JFXT�PG��.PVOU�0MZNQVT

1887 2015

-FGU��"�GBSNFS�HSPXJOH�XIFBU�JO������JO�UIF�4BMU�-BLF�7BMMFZ�XJUI�.U��0MZNQVT�JO�UIF�CBDLHSPVOE��1��
6UBI�4UBUF�)JTUPSJDBM�4PDJFUZ��3JHIU��5PEBZ�JSSJHBUFE�GBSNMBOE�IBT�CFFO�SFQMBDFE�CZ�IPVTFT�TUSJQNBMMT�
BOE�QBSLJOH�MPUT�XIJDI�VTF�NVDI�MFTT�XBUFS�UIBO�GBSNMBOE�
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In the Salt Lake Valley, surplus agricultural water is also being ignored even though an array of planning 
documents summarize the surplus of available water.  In the 1997 Jordan River Basin Plan, Division 
planners noted there were 143,000 acre-feet of agricultural water inside the Salt Lake County area.75 

This is a massive quantity of agricultural water flowing through the canals of the Salt Lake Valley, yet 
the agency is underestimating the amount of water that will be transferred by future agricultural water 

conversion inside Salt Lake County.

In spite of these observations, the Division of Water Resources erroneously claimed that no surplus 

water is created by urbanization and that just as much water is needed to irrigate an acre of farmland 

as is needed for an acre of urban development.76 Only after State Auditors documented the growth in 

our municipal water supply would this stubborn agency verbally concede that Utah’s municipal water 
supply is growing.

Yet projections of Utah’s future water supply made by the Division continue to imply that our municipal 
water supply is static. The Division has failed to include agricultural water transfers in their future 

projections of water supply, thereby implying a future municipal water shortage, to help make the case 

for spending billions of dollars on Bear River Development. 
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Many Northern Utah municipalities and homeowner associations require residents to landscape a 

significant portion of their yards with grass. In some cities, conscientious residents that try to use less 
water outside their homes by landscaping with drought-tolerant plants or artificial turf may even be 
fined. This makes no sense in a state with the country’s highest per-person municipal water use and 
where officials are proposing to spend billions of dollars to import new water.

Some 70 percent of the water in Utah’s cities is used primarily to irrigate grass.80 Requiring people to 

plant water-intensive turf grass prevents conscientious individuals from conserving water at their own 

homes. Giving individuals the freedom to choose their landscapes is not only fair, it is a cheap and 

easy way to save water and money in our cities.  

For over 15 years the URC has administered our Rip Your Strip Program, which empowers residents 
to convert their hard-to-water parking strip into a beautiful—and money saving—drought-tolerant 

garden. The program has not only reduced outdoor water waste by wasting less water on sidewalks 

and gutters, it helped to amend local landscaping policies and transform the landscaping practices of 

neighborhoods throughout Northern Utah cities.  

The success of the program has shown that once people are familiar with low water-use landscaping 

and have a successful parking strip project under their belt, they are eager to apply these principles 

to more of their property. Eliminating antiquated and draconian landscape ordinances at the municipal 

level would help to encourage beautiful, drought-tolerant landscaping and reduce water waste, with-

out infringing on people’s individual liberties.
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Installing meters on secondary water systems has the potential to greatly reduce Utah’s municipal 
water use. Secondary water systems utilize the surplus irrigation water left over after farmlands are 

converted to municipal landscapes. These systems allow residents to irrigate grass with untreated 

water sources through either pressurized sprinkler systems or by flood irrigation. Secondary water use 
encourages overuse because these systems are generally unmetered and the water is offered at a flat 
annual rate.

A Division of Water Resources study found that water users in Davis and Weber Counties use 113 

gallons per capita per day (gpcd) more water than residents of adjacent Salt Lake County, which 
generally does not offer secondary water to its residents.81 The Division study also noted that:

*OTUBMMJOH�NFUFST�PO�UIF�VTFST�PG�TFDPOEBSZ�XBUFS�
XPVME�QSPWJEF�IVHF�BNPVOUT�PG�XBUFS�BOE�FMJNJOBUF�
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UIF�EPMMBS���4FDPOEBSZ�XBUFS�TZTUFNT�BSF�VOUSFBUFE�
JSSJHBUJPO�DBOBMT�DPOWFSUFE�UP�JSSJHBUF�NVOJDJQBM�HSBTT�
MBOETDBQFT�BGUFS�HSPXUI�IBT�PDDVSSFE�PO�GBSNMBOE�
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The Weber Basin Water District claims there are more secondary water users in the Weber River Basin 
than in the rest of the state combined.83 The vast majority of these users have no idea how much 

water they use and since they pay just a small annual fee for virtually unlimited use, many consume far 

more water than they need. Much like an all-you-can-eat buffet, a flat fee leads to water waste.

According to a lengthy research project conducted by Utah State University researchers in conjunction 

with the Weber Basin Water District, simply installing meters to let water users know how much water 
they use can lead to significant water savings. Researchers installed meters on hundreds of secondary 
water connections in the Weber Basin and sent each participant a monthly summary of use, along 
with information comparing their use to the local average. After 3 years, the researchers found 

that water use declined by an average of 25 percent on the metered connections.84 This reduction 

occurred without any mandate to curtail use or increase secondary water rates, but by simply 

providing users with data on how much they used each month.
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The participants in this secondary water metering study represent only a small fraction of the total 

number of secondary water users in the basin. If a meter was installed on each of the roughly 

100,000 secondary water connections in Weber and Davis Counties, tens of thousands of acre-feet 

of water could be saved annually. The potential water savings from metering alone virtually eliminates 

the need for new water development in these districts. The cost of installing meters on all Weber 

Basin secondary water users ranges from $50 – 100 million, making it a cost-effective alternative to 
spending $2.5 billion on proposed Bear River Development. 
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A rainwater harvesting revolution is sweeping the nation with over 100 U.S. cities distributing tens of 

thousands of rain barrels to their residents to help save water and improve water quality in local streams, 

rivers and lakes. There is enormous potential to reduce municipal water use in Utah by implementing 

rainwater collection programs.  

Rainwater harvesting can help growing communities expand their water supply. Rain barrels are placed 

under roof downspouts and collect the water that falls during rainstorms to be used later on landscapes 

when needed. Utah law allows one to collect up to 2500 gallons of water at any given time and residents 
with more than two rain barrels are required to register, for free, with the Utah Division of Water Rights.

87

Rainwater harvesting is cost-effective and can conserve large amounts of water. It is estimated that 
between 15,020 - 22,940 gallons of rainwater fall on a Salt Lake County house during the Spring, Summer 
and Fall. A GIS model developed at Utah Valley University found that from April through October, Salt 
Lake City could collect 400 - 525 million gallons of water on residential buildings alone.88

 Incorporating 

rainwater harvesting practices on commercial buildings would increase this potential water savings.

Rainwater harvesting also helps improve water quality of local streams. Much of the rain that falls 

becomes runoff, which is funneled into stormwater systems and nearby waterways. Retaining rainwater 
where it falls by barrel collection helps reduce the amount of stormwater runoff that scours our streets, 
driveways and gutters and washes urban pollutants into local water bodies. This is a valuable water 

quality benefit because runoff is the number one source of pollution in our waterways nationwide.

Utah municipalities can use rain barrels to demonstrate progress in complying with Clean Water Act 

regulations. Many urban communities struggle to manage stormwater runoff and to meet requirements 
for their federal stormwater discharge permit. Rainwater harvesting helps communities obtain low 

impact development credits and achieve compliance through the public education and outreach for 

small municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s).
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Rainwater is great for plants because it is free of salts and chemicals like chlorine used in water treatment 

processes.
�� Using rainwater to irrigate landscapes filters atmospheric pollutants and nutrients from the 

water as it is released into porous landscapes and moves through the soil. This process more closely 

mimics the natural hydrological cycle and helps recharge groundwater sources.

Rain barrels have proven to be wildly popular among Utah residents. The Utah Rivers Council created 

a community rainwater harvesting initiative in 2015 called RainHarvest, by partnering with municipalities 
to subsidize the cost of rain barrels for their residents. Salt Lake County, Millcreek, Murray, Sandy, Park 
City, Summit County, Ogden and Eagle Mountain have partnered with the Utah Rivers Council over the 

last several years to distribute over 4360 rain barrels to Utah residents. This means every time it rains 
enough to fill a 50-gallon barrel 218,000 gallons of water are saved through this simple practice.  Over 
time this savings will grow to millions of gallons of water.

Rainwater harvesting not only helps Utahns reduce water demand on municipal systems and improve 

water quality of local rivers and lakes, it helps educate local residents about the importance of water 

conservation and creates a new generation of water stewards interested in all aspects of water 

sustainability. Once someone starts capturing the rain, they grow passionate about conserving water 

and conscious of how our water use is connected to our rivers and the wildlife species they support.
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One argument we hear against conserving water is that in order to reduce water use, we need to 

remove our grass.91 This is simply not true since Utahns can greatly reduce their water use without 

removing one blade of grass. By simply not overwatering our lawns, or for that matter watering side-

walks and streets or watering during rain storms we can save large amounts of water. Many residents 

and institutions turn their sprinklers on too early in the spring, often months before they need to begin 

watering.

Another way to save large amounts of water is to train grass to enter its dormancy phase earlier in the 

year at the end of the irrigation season. When grass is stressed by heat or drought it enters a period 

of dormancy where growth is suspended and the grass blades turn brown. Many people incorrectly 

assume that brown grass means dead grass but that’s not actually the case. According to Utah Sate 
University turf grass expert Kelly Kopp, as long as the crown (the point from which grass blades grow 
upward) stays alive, most grass is capable of recovery once temperature and moisture conditions 

improve.92 Minimal irrigation in the summer – meaning as little as one inch of water per month – can 
keep grass alive.

For many Northern Utah residents, allowing grass to enter dormancy during July or August is a smart 
and easy way to conserve water while maintaining their lawns. Dormancy is part of a natural lifecycle 

that does not hurt the grass and by activating this suspended growth stage, residents can save water 

and reduce the need for costly projects.

In recent years, cities across the West have been offering “cash for grass” as a way to incentivize 
residents to transition from bluegrass lawns to more water wise landscaping. These programs not only 

help people save money on their water bills, they produce significant long-term water conservation 
savings for communities.

The success of Southern California municipalities in providing rebates for turf grass removal provides 

Utah with a good example of how to save water.90 Removing turfgrass from a typical 1000 ft2 lawn 

could earn Los Angeles area homeowners $400-$600 and offers the opportunity to never have to 
mow the lawn again. Similar programs have been offered by other cities like Las Vegas. These turf 
replacement programs augment existing water supplies and are cheaper alternatives to tapping new 

water sources via multi-billion dollar capital projects.

Despite the success of these programs, some Utah cities still require homeowners to install grass 

landscapes and have issued fines for removing and replacing turf grass. These disincentives penalize 
Utahns who try to be good water stewards and reinforce Utah’s wasteful water using climate.
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